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Is mór an pribhléid dom an plean
straitéiseach seo a chur os cómhair
muintir Chumann Lúthchleas Gael
Chorcaí. Plean an-thábhachtach é seo
i gcomhair na blianta atá le teacht
agus gabhaim buíochas le gach duine
a bhí páirteach, in aon slí, beag nó
mór. Buíochas faoi leith le Risteard Ó
Murchú , Cathaoirleach an Choiste
Stiúrtha, Diarmuid Ó Donnabháin,
Riarthóir Sinsear, agus go mórmhór
lena bhfochoistí áirithe.
Coherent strategic planning is vital
to the future of any organisation,
and Cumann Luthchleas Gael has
been to the forefront in this area
in recent years, publishing its most
recent national plan in 2015. The
new Cork GAA Strategic Plan follows
the format of the national plan in
identifying a number of key areas to
be targeted over the next three years,
rather than attempting to encompass
all aspects of our association.
We are now operating in a world
which would be unrecognisable to
the founders of the GAA, and face

challenges which they could not
even have imagined. Doing what
we’ve always done will no longer
suffice; great effort is needed to
even maintain our current levels
of participation in the face of
competition from the wide range of
other sports and activities which are
now available to people. The GAA also
faces challenges from within, as we
seek to reconcile the requirements of
the commercial aspect of our games
with the needs of clubs, the lifeblood
of our association. Many of these
challenges are beyond the control of
any one county, making it even more
important that we plan effectively
for those areas which are our sole
responsibility.
This plan is the product
of consultation with all stakeholders,
with input invited from all club
members, all units of the Association
in Cork, and many others involved
in Cork GAA and beyond. Such an
extensive process produced wideranging and often contradictory
views, which have been distilled
down to focus on a number of key
strategic goals in seven main areas
of the GAA in Cork: Games, Club,
Governance and Structures, Finance
and Commercial, Communications,
Co-operation within the Gaelic Games
family and Culture. Many of these
areas overlap, and actions relating
to any one of them may also lead to
improvement in other areas.

My thanks to all those involved in the
development of the plan, particularly
our Development Officer, Richard
Murphy, who chaired the Strategic
Plan steering committee, our Senior
Administrator Diarmuid O’Donovan,
all of the steering committee
members, the members of the various
sub-committees and working groups
who gave so freely of their time
and considerable expertise, and all
who contributed in any way to the
production of this document.
In recent years, Cork GAA has
undertaken and completed a huge
infrastructural project in the redevelopment of Páirc Uí Chaoimh,
and the new stadium is a true
symbol of what can be achieved
by a voluntary organisation when
everyone works together towards a
common goal. Having reached this
enormous and significant milestone,
I hope that this Strategic Plan will
guide us successfully on the next
stage of the journey of Cumann
Luthchleas Gael Chorcaí.
Ní neart go chur le chéile.

Gearóid Ó Laighín,
Cathaoirleach.

especially by our Clubs, Schools and
Members if the desired success is to
be reached.,
Cuirim fáilte roimh láinseáil Plean nua
Stráitéiseach Coiste Chontae Chorcaí
CLG do 2018-20.
Tá an-chuid obair déanta in
ullmhúcháin agus i gcomhlíonadh
an phlean seo agus táimid ag súil go
dcuirfí é chun críche ar mhaitheas
Chumann Lúthchleas Gael i
gCorcaigh.
The previous Strategic Plan outlined
an ambitious programme and many
of the Goals of that Plan have been
achieved.
The Strategic Plan for the next three
years mirrors the objectives of the
Central Council Plan for the period.

One area of the Plan – Games - should
be highlighted.
In Games, a stated measure of success
is that “the County be represented by
the strongest panel of players at all
times”.
As a consequence of magnificent
voluntary efforts there has been
a great expansion in recent years
in the areas of competition and
participation in youth games.
However, many would consider
that there has been a decline in
an emphasis on the importance of
the traditional skills of Hurling and
Football and on the ‘ intensity in play’
required.

The Strategies to achieve these Goals
are outlined.

Success at Inter-County level is largely
dependent on these features of Our
Games being addressed at a young
age in our Clubs and Schools and
then being improved upon at an
advanced development level.

The opportunities will be provided for
these goals to be attained but it will
take a serious “buy in” by all units, and

Each of the areas of the Strategic Plan
carries its own ancillary importance
but undoubtedly Our Games must

The Plan encompasses seven
strategic areas in which specific Goals
are set.

take priority, as they are central to the
Cultural and Community purpose of
the Association. The implementation
of the other areas of the Plan will
greatly assist in the achievement of
our Basic Aims.
I wish to express appreciation of the
work carried out by the Steering
Committee and its Sub-Committees
and of the contributions made by
Units and Members and warmly
commend the Strategic Plan.
Tá muinín agam go nglachfar go
fonnmhar leis an bPlean, agus go
gcuirfear i bhfeidhm é go h-iomlán le
go mbainfidh gach éinne an buntáiste
is fearr as, ag cur chun cinn ár gcluichí
agus ideáil an Chumann sa Chontae.

Proinnsias Ó Murchú,
Rúnaí

OVERVIEW AND PLANNING PROCESS
Steering Group Participants
Richard Ó Murchú
Tracey Ní Chinnéide
Pádraig P. Ó Murchú
Donal Ó Laochdha
Deasún Ó Cuileannáin
Diarmuid Ó Donnabháin

Oifigeach Forbartha
Leas Cathaoirleach
Cisteóir
Oifigeach Poiblíochta
Cumann Peile San Nicolás
Riarthóir Sinsear

Identifying the Priority Action
Areas to be Addressed by the Plan.
1. Games
2. Club
3. Governance and Structures
4. Finance and Commercial
5. Communications

We also with to acknowledge the contribution of those
who acted on sub-committees established to assist with
the process of producing this report.

6. Co-operation within the Gaelic Games Family
7. Culture

The objective of the plan is:
·
·
·

·

·
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To follow on from Cork Plan 2010-2016.
To set attainable targets aimed at improving
participation in Adult and Underage games.
To set feasible standards to help Clubs and
Divisional Boards engage with the community
in their catchment areas and to ensure the
continuous growth and development of the
internal structures of clubs.
To define the role of the Divisional Board in
promoting club games, club development and
community interaction within their areas.
Develop co-operation with other games that
are affiliated to the greater Gaelic Athletic
Association.

Designing the Consultation Process
for the Formulation of the Plan
A number of sub-committees were organised by the
Steering Committee to consult and examine the priority
area of the Plan.
These committees examined:
1. Games
2. Co-operation within the Greater Gaelic
Games Family
3. Culture
4. Communications
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As well as the various sub-committees meetings were
held with representatives of the Camogie Association,
Ladies Gaelic Football, Rounders, Handball, the Interfirm Board, Coiste na nÓg, the Divisional Boards and
with representatives of Clubs and Club players. These
meetings took place during September of 2016.
Submissions were also received from the Coaching
Officer Coiste Chontae Chorcaí, Caoimhín Ó
Donnabháin, Cumann Baile Chaisleáin Bhearra and
Cumann Bántir.
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Our Mission
The GAA is a community-based volunteer organisation promoting Gaelic games, Gaelic culture and lifelong participation.
We are dedicated to ensuring that our games and values enrich the lives of our members, families, and the communities
we serve.
We are committed to active lifelong participation for all and to providing the best facilities for all.
We actively seek to engage with and include all members of our society.
Promote individual development and well being, and strive to enable our members to achieve their full potential in their
chosen roles within the Association.

Our Vision
Our vision is that everyone be welcome to participate fully in our games and culture, that they thrive and develop their
potential, and be inspired to keep a lifelong engagement with our Association.

8
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Our Values and What They Mean.
Community Identity
·
Community is at the heart of the Association
·
Everything we do helps to enrich the
Community we serve
·
We foster a clear sense of identity and place.
·
We support our members in contributing to the
well being of their respective communities.
Amateur Status
We are a volunteer-led organisation.
All our players and members participate in our games as
amateurs
We provide a games programme at all levels to meet the
needs of all our players.

Inclusiveness
·
We welcome everyone to be part of our
Association and to support our Mission and
Vision.
·
We support the needs of all our members.
·
We respect each other both on an off the
playing fields.
·
We operate with integrity at all levels.
·
We listen and respect the views of all.
Player Welfare
We provide the best playing experience for all our
players
We structure our games to allow players of all abilities to
reach their potential
Teamwork
·
The cornerstone of our Association is effective
teamwork on and off the field.
·
Ní neart go cur le chéile. (There is no strength
without working together)

Statement of Goals
The Strategic Goals from 2018 to 2020
1. Games
Goal: To improve participation and performance
across all age grades and levels of our games.

The following section addresses each of the seven goals
as follows:

2. Club
Goal: To develop coherent Club, Divisional and
County structures that support the various needs of
the clubs in the county.

·

3. Governance and Structures
Goal: To ensure consistent and competent governance
of Clubs, Divisions and all other units within the
county.

·

·

The specific strategies to be employed to achieve
each goal is identified.
The specific steps to be undertaken for each
strategy are identified.
The measure of success of each specific strategy is
identified.

4. Finance and Commercial
Goal: To ensure that clubs and all other units are
trained and supported in the management of
financial affairs.
5. Communications
Goal: To utilise all GAA approved communication
platforms to engage effectively with players, coaches,
administrators, members, supporters and the wider
public.
6. Co-operation with other units of the Gaelic
Games Family
Goal: To develop our partnership with Cork Ladies
Football, Cork Camogie, Cork Handball, Inter-Firm
G.A.A., and Cork Rounders.
7. Culture
Goal: To continue to support and promote all aspects
of the Irish Language and Culture in accordance with
the aims of Cumann Luth Chleas Gael.

10
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1

GAMES
GOAL: To improve participation and performance across all age
grades and levels of our games.
Strategies
1.1 Ensure a programme of regular
meaningful games for all teams
playing in County Championship
and Leagues to ensure the coordination and development of
all aspects of Football and Hurling
from child to adult and across the
three key areas of Club, School
and County.
To achieve this we will
·
Appoint two three-person committees, one
for Football and one for Hurling who will
monitor and advise the Executive on the
integration of all aspects of Football and
Hurling games. The County Fixture planner
will be a member of both committees.

12
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Timeline: The Executive of the Board
to decide Terms of Reference for the
committees and appoint the threeperson committees by June 2018. The
Committee to be active from 2018.
Measures of Success
·
Greater integration of the County teams
and the Club fixtures programme.
·
Greater accommodation of the demands
of dual Clubs that compete in the County
Championships.
·
The strongest panel of players available to
represent Cork in all Grades at all times.
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1.2 Review the appointment system for
inter-county management committees.
To achieve this we will
·
Ensure that the appointment system of all Cork
team managements from the Senior teams down
to the Development Squads gives priority to the
appointment of the Coach.
·
Examine the appointment of support systems
with a view to putting in place streamlined
controls in relevant areas such as Strength and
Conditioning, video analysis and other services.
·
Appoint a Strength & Conditioning Co-ordinator
to ensure that all players from Development
Squad level to Senior inter-county level are
working on the same programme, but at a level
that is suitable to their stage of development.
·
Appoint other specialised support roles to provide
a streamlined service to all inter-county teams.

Measures of Success
·
The appointment of coach led selection
committees.
·
Greater competitiveness at all grades of intercounty and provincial club level competitions.
·
Co-ordinated Strength and Conditioning
programme for all Cork squads.
·
A comprehensive record of injuries and treatment
of all inter-county players through their playing
careers to aid rehabilitation.
·
Reduction of chronic injuries and playing time
lost through these injuries.
·
Coherent and streamlined contracts for all intercounty team services.

Timeline 1: Begin with team management
appointments to be made for the 2019
season.
Timeline 2: Strength and Conditioning Coordinator Role to be filled for 2019 season.
Other contracts, where feasible, to be in place
for the 2019 season. All appointments in place
for 2020.

14
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1.3 (A) Review the County Championship
Programme and examine
the structures of the current
Championships in the light of the
changes to the Inter-county Games
structure made at Congress.
(B) Review all League and Secondary
competitions to ensure they give all
clubs an opportunity to compete.
Introduce promotion and relegation
in all County Hurling and Football
Leagues involving Senior and
Intermediate Clubs.

1.4 To ensure that the Coiste na nÓg
structures put in place following the
last Strategic Review are developing
in a manner that copes with the issues
and demands that are evolving since
2012.

·

·

To achieve this we will
·

·

·
To achieve this we will
·
Hold a full review of all Championships with a
view to examining the Fixture Programme for all
competitions.
·
Introduce promotion and relegation within all
County Leagues involving Senior & Intermediate
teams from 2018.

·

·

Timeline: The Championship and League
Review to be completed by November.
Measures of success
·
A revised Championship Programme that
accommodates the needs of the Clubs and the
Cork Inter-county teams for the 2018 to 2020
period. This Programme must also fulfil our
obligations at Provincial and National Level.
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Measures of success

Hold a full independent review of Coiste na nÓg
with a view to examining the Administration,
Fixture Programme, Grading and its relationship
with schools competitions.
Reinforce the tradition of clubs competing in both
Football and Hurling to ensure that all players are
catered for within each club.
Where players are considered to be of sufficient
standard, they are given every opportunity to
play inter-county Minor in both grades. This will
ensure that Cork will field its best teams at the
Minor Grade at all times.
Review the current operations of all the coaching
personnel being funded by Cork GAA to ensure
maximum efficiency in meeting Coaching and
Games’ evolving demands.
Investigate the possibility of recruiting more
coaching personnel upon completion of the
review.
Timeline 1: Coiste na nÓg: Review to
be completed by June 20th 2018.
The recommendations of the Independent
Review of to be implemented for the 2019
season.
Timeline 2: Review of Coaching Personnel to
be completed by April 30th 2018.
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·
·

Have review completed by June 2018 with a view
to implementing the findings at the beginning of
the 2019 season.
All players have the opportunity to play the
minimum number of recommended games as
outlined by the Coaching and Games Committee,
Croke Park “A single code player should have
16 games in the playing year, while a dual
code player should have 12 games in each
code.”
All the fulltime coaching personnel are utilised to
their full potential.
An increase in the numbers participating in the
playing of our games.

1.5 Ensure that the Development Squad
programme is maximised to the
benefit of all clubs, squads and
players.
To achieve this we will
·
Work with the two three-person committees
(see 1.1) to improve the co-ordination of this
programme.
·
Develop a link between Coiste na nÓg, Coaching
and Games and the Educational bodies to
integrate a Coaching and Games programme
that will benefit all clubs and schools.
Timeline: Links in place for October 2018
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1.6 (A) Develop strategic links with
Second Level and Third Level
institutions to optimise the use of
current facilities.
(B) To develop the use of new
facilities, through these links, that
will cater for preparation of our
Development Squads and Gaelic
Games teams of these institutions.
To achieve this we will
·
Develop a strategic partnership with the
Third Level Institutions in Cork with a view to
developing a multi-pitch training facility to
accommodate the needs of the partnership.
·
Put in place a link with strategically located
Clubs and Schools to make use of their playing
and training facilities to reduce the need for
time spent on travel, especially for Development
Squads.
Timeline: Report on strategic options to be
finalised June 30th 2019.
Measures of Success
·
Links with the Third Level and Second Level
Institutions put in place.
·
Less time and energy spent on travel at
Development Squad level.
·
Greater competitiveness of Third Level and
Second Level institutions in competition.
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1.7 Ensure that every club has a vibrant
underage annual games programme
and where feasible, will field teams in
its own name.

1.8 Ensure there is a sufficient number of
qualified referees available to cater
for the number of games played
across the county each year.

To achieve this we will
·
Encourage and Support the Games Manager and
Coiste na nÓg to develop participation at Fé 12
level.
·
Encourage and Support the Coiste na nÓg and
the Second Level Schools Committee to improve
player participation and retention in the 13 to 17
year old age group.

To achieve this we will
·
Hold annual referees’ recruitment courses each
autumn and spring.
·
Develop the Young Whistlers programme as
part of the Coaching and Games Programme in
second level schools.
·
Develop a programme to co-ordinate the
appointment of referees across the county, in the
Divisions, Coiste na nÓg and other GAA bodies.
Timeline: Annual Report showing progress
to be co- ordinated by the Referee’s
Administrator. This report to be published
each year as part of the Annual Convention
report.

·

Work with Coiste na nÓg to ensure a variety of
competition structures to accommodate smaller
and larger clubs.
Timeline: Coiste na nÓg to report on
progress by Oct 31st 2019 (i.e. end of first
season post Coiste na nÓg Review)

·
·
·

Measure of success
Fewer underage amalgamations.
More Club teams participating in appropriate and
meaningful competitions.
A season-long programme of games, where
feasible, for all clubs in Hurling and Football.

CORK GAA STRATEGIC PLAN 2018-2020

Measures of success
·
Large uptake of suitable volunteers at autumn
and spring referees’ courses.
·
Increase in the number of certificates issued for
the Young Whistlers Programme.
·
Programme for organising and notifying referees
put in place.

CORK GAA STRATEGIC PLAN 2018-2020
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2

CLUB
GOAL: To develop coherent Club, Division and County structures
that support the various needs of the clubs in the county.
Strategies
2.1

Address the issue of rural depopulation as it applies to our
Clubs.

To achieve this we will
·
Form a review committee consisting of
Divisional Board representatives and other
suitably GAA experienced and qualified
personnel with a view to setting up viable
and relevant competitions for small rural
clubs.
·
Review the policies on amalgamation
of clubs, especially at Fé 21 level, with a
view to encouraging clubs, with sufficient
numbers, to field their own team.
·
Review the current Transfer bye-laws

Timeline 1: Report on Small Rural
Clubs competitions to be completed
by May 31st 2018. Trial Competitions
at Adult level to take place between
June to September 2018. Official
Competitions to begin in 2019.

2.2 Encourage greater active
participation of members/
families within clubs based in
large population catchment
areas.

Timeline 2: Board to include
guidelines on Fé 21 amalgamations
in Championship Review 2017.
Implemented 2018.

To achieve this we will
·
Task relevant Divisional Boards with
liaising with the Handball Board and
Rounders Committee and introduce a
summer competition to encourage the
playing of Football, Hurling, Handball
and Rounders games for fun and
recreation.

Measures of success
·

·

Introduction of meaningful reduced
numbers competition, where feasible, at
Divisional level.
Reduction of amalgamations at Fé 21 level
with suitable competitions for clubs of
limited numbers.

Timeline: Review group to be
constituted March 2018. Report to
be completed by September 2019.
Trial programme, at Adult level,
June to September 2019. Official
Programme of activities in 2020.
Measure of Success
·
Increased participation in recreational
games activity during the summer
months.
·
Increase in participation of Handball
and Rounders in regular competition.
·
Increase overall participation of
members and their families within our
clubs.

20
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3

GOVERNANCE AND STRUCTURES
GOAL: To ensure consistent and competent governance of Clubs, Divisions and all
other units within the county.
Strategies
3.1 Require all clubs and Divisions
to produce a Plan that outlines
each unit’s Aims and Objectives
for the period 2018 to 2030. The
Plan should include a strategy
for implementing these Aims and
Objectives.

Measure of Success
·
Production of suitable template for
monitoring progress of each club towards
its set targets.
·
All Clubs and Divisions produce reports on
time i.e. September 30th, 2018.
·
Production of a Progress Report after each
three-year segment of the 2018-2030
period.

To achieve this we will
·
Ensure that all Club Officers complete
the Club Leadership Development
Programme.
·
Design a template suitable for completion
by all clubs and Divisions to help them
produce a database that will aid the
monitoring of Club Development
throughout the period of the plan.
·
Require Clubs and Divisions to address the
issues of:
Succession planning for officers
Financial planning
Grounds development and
maintenance
Membership recruitment
Integration of other GAA family
organisations

3.2 Develop a culture of succession
planning for Club Officerships in each
Club and Division in the County.
To achieve this we will
·
Require each club and Divisions to produce policy
on the recruitment of club and Divisions Officers
and a strategy for recruiting these up to 2030.
Timeline: All Club and Division policy
documents to be submitted by September
30th.
Measure of Success
·
Fewer unfilled officer positions at club and
Divisional level.
·
Continuous improvement in club administration.
·
Continuous improvement in maintenance of club
facilities

3.3 Require that the County Grounds, and
all club grounds that host games, are
properly maintained and stewarded
for all games.
To achieve this we will
·
Ensure there is a sufficient number of trained
Event Controllers and Safety Officers available
to cover games and events in Pairc Uí Chaoimh,
Pairc Uí Rinn and all games within the county
with an attendance of over 5,000.
·
Ensure there is full roster of suitably trained
stewards available for all games in Pairc Uí
Chaoimh and Pairc Uí Rinn.
·
Ensure that all clubs that host County
Championship games are given sufficient training
to be able to steward and manage all activity
within the grounds and its environs at these
games.
Timeline 1: Training to be held annually.
Timeline 2: All event plans from hosting
clubs to be updated and submitted annually
by March 1st.
Measures of Success
·
A full roster of Event Controllers and Safety
Officers capable of taking charge of all games
in the county with an attendance of more than
5,000.
·
A full roster of trained stewards for Pairc Uí
Chaoimh and Pairc Uí Rinn.
·
All clubs have a sufficient number of personnel
who are capable of managing and controlling,
games and events that are hosted at their venues.

Timeline: All Club and Division plans
to be submitted by September 1st
2018.

22
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3.4 Require all club playing fields to be
maintained to a standard that allow
teams to play at their best.

4

To achieve this we will
·
Ensure that all clubs have a designated Field
Committee that is responsible for maintenance of
the playing surface.
·
Provide training with a view to ensuring that
there is at least one member of each club
qualified to maintain the playing surface on a
weekly basis through the playing season.
·
Train Divisional Development officers to complete
and submit an annual report that rates the
quality of playing facilities in each Division based
on an agreed template.
·
Provide training for Club and Divisional
Development Officers to ensure all grants for
pitch drainage and maintenance are availed
of and the optimum benefit gained from these
grants.

GOAL: To ensure that clubs and all other units are trained and supported in the
management of financial affairs.
Strategies
4.1 Increase the awareness of all
Club and Divisional Treasurers
of the financial obligations
and governance of Clubs and
Divisions.

Measure of Success
·
Create a database of assets and liabilities
of the Association within the County.
·
All clubs would submit accounts to the
Board as required by General Rule.

To achieve this we will
·
Provide relevant training for all Club and
Divisional Treasurers.
Timeline 1: Training to be held
annually.

4.3 Encourage all clubs to use the
Cork GAA Clubs’ Draw as a major
fundraiser each year.

Measure of Success
·
All Clubs and Divisions to fulfil their
financial obligations annually and on time.
These obligations include the submission
of accounts, payment of affiliation, Player
Injury Benefit contributions.

Timeline 1: All Field Committees to be
submitted annually with club affiliation.
Timeline 2: Training to be held annually.
Timeline 3: Divisional Officers’ reports on
playing facilities submitted by April 30th
annually beginning 2018.

4.2 Carry out a full assessment of the
profits and losses of all Clubs,
Divisions and Coiste na nÓg to
access the total financial value of
the Association in the County.

Measures of success
·
General improvement in the standard of playing
fields.
·
Qualified and insured tractor mower operators
taking care of club fields.
·
Register of all playing facilities in each Division
that will allow the County Development Officer
ensure that all playing facilities are maintained to
their optimum standards.
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FINANCE AND COMMERCIAL

To achieve this we will
·
Put in place a process to carry out the full
assessment.
Timeline 1: Full assessment, based on
submitted accounts of each club
and Division, to be submitted to
Board for September 2018.
CORK GAA STRATEGIC PLAN 2018-2020
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To achieve this we will
·
Continue to monitor club participation in
the Cork GAA Clubs’ Draw.
·
Assign annual targets to each club based
on an agreed set of parameters.
·
Ensure the best possible Prize Fund to
make the Draw attractive.
Timeline: Report to be submitted to
Board annually
Measure of Success
·
Clubs to meet their agreed Draw targets.
·
The Draw to increase in numbers from
current level of 16,000 to 20,000.
·
Greater funding available, through the
draw, to the Clubs.
·

Greater funds available for the Draw’s
other beneficiaries, i.e. Coaching and
Games and Ground Maintenance.
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5

COMMUNICATIONS
GOAL: To utilise all GAA approved communication platforms to engage effectively
with players, coaches, administrators, members, supporters and the wider public.
Strategies
5.1 Use Servasport Games
Management System for
team registration and team
management.
To achieve this we will:
·
Provide annual training for all Club
Secretaries and Registrars in the use of
Servasport Games Management.
·
Encourage the use of the online training
manual for instruction.
Timeline: Training to be held annually.

5.2 Embrace the GRMA (Go Raibh
Maith Agat) Membership
scheme.
To achieve this we will:
·
Encourage all clubs to embrace the GRMA
Membership scheme
Timeline: Report to be submitted
at April Board meeting each year
beginning April 2018.
Measures of Success
·
All clubs taking part in the GRMA
Membership scheme

5.3 Implement a Social Media Training
Programme to ensure each club
has a suite of technology driven
communication mediums.
To achieve this we will:
·
Review the needs of clubs in this area and also
conduct a review of the social media channels
being utilised by clubs in this county.
·
Provide PROs with the training and guidelines
through the Club Leadership Programme in all
aspects of social media as provided by Croke Park.
Timeline 1: Review to complete March 2018
Timeline 2: Training to be held annually.
Measures of Success
·
Increase in the number of clubs actively
promoting their club activities through traditional
and social media in line with GAA policy.

5.4 Develop a co-ordinated IT training and
support system across the county
To achieve this we will:
·
Appoint IT coordinators in each Division and each
of the Coiste na nÓg Regions for 2018.
·
Training to be provided to the coordinators
by Croke Park on the Microsoft Office 365 &
Servasport Games Management System 2018.
·
IT committee to roll out training courses on the
Microsoft Office 365
·
Co-ordinators to assist clubs in the areas of
Microsoft Office 365 & Servasport Games
Management System.
Timeline 1: Co-ordinators appointed for
2018.
Timeline 2: Training to be held annually.

Measures of Success
·
Uploading of training manual to the
website.
·
Produce an accurate figure of membership.
·
All team sheets submitted to referees to be
produced from the Servasport system.
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6

CO-OPERATION WITH THE GAELIC
GAMES FAMILY
GOAL: To develop our partnership with Cork Ladies Football, Cork Camogie, Cork
Handball, Inter-Firm G.A.A., and Cork Rounders.
Strategies
6.1 Develop a partnership with Cork
Ladies Football, Cork Camogie,
Cork Handball, Inter-Firm
G.A.A. and Cork Rounders by
establishing a working group
to improve the co-operation
across the six Gaelic Games
organisations.
To achieve this we will
·
Work with all of the above organisations to
develop an umbrella working group that
will facilitate closer links between all of the
organisations.

6.2

Promotion of the Greater Cooperation model at club level.

To achieve this we will:
·
Encourage and support more clubs to
adopt the Greater Cooperation model.
·
Provide appropriate support and advice, as
necessary for integration.
Measure of Success
·
Having the Greater Cooperation model in
place in all clubs where the opportunity for
integration exists.

Timeline 1: Partnership initiated by
April 2019.
Timeline 2: Group to report to each
Board annually.
Measure of Success
·
The participation of all six organisations in
an effective local partnership group.
·
More effective utilisation of resources,
knowledge and expertise.
·
Success of projects coordinated by the
integrated working group.
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7

7.3

CULTURE
GOAL: TContinue to support and promote all aspects of the Irish Language and
Culture in accordance with the aims of Cumann LuthChleas Gael.
Strategies
7.1 To have an active Cultural officer
in each club and Divisional
Board.

7.2 Promote the use of Irish words
and signage within each club and
the County Grounds

To achieve this we will
·
Create a register of all Cultural Officers
who will receive a monthly communication
on promotions of Irish Cultural affairs.

To achieve this we will
·
Implement a policy of erecting new Irish or
bilingual signage in each club premises.

Timeline: Register to be in place
September 2018.
Measure of Success
·
Every Club and Divisional Board to have a
registered and active Cultural officer.
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Timeline: Signs to be erected annually.

Encourage participation in Scór na
nÓg by encouraging Clubs to liaise
with Second Level Schools.

To achieve this we will
·
Encourage Divisional and Club Cultural Officers
to develop links with Second Level Schools in each
area. It would be the remit of the each Divisional
Cultural Officer to co-ordinate the Clubs and
Schools of each Division
Timeline: Cultural Committee and Scór
Committee to report by May 31st 2018.
Measures of Success
·
Minimum of Four regional Scór na nÓg
competitions leading into the County Final.

7.4 Each Division to organise a basic Irish
course in the Division each year
To achieve this we will
·
Encourage each Division to hold a course
annually.
·
Set a target per Division on the numbers that
should attend each course.
Timeline: Courses to held in prior to
Seachtain na Gaelige each year.
Measures of Success
·
Greater use and appreciation of the Irish
Language.

Measure of Success
·
Greater use of bilingual signage in all Club
premises and grounds.
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